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The Evolution of Jane Jan 08 2021 When Jane unexpectedly encounters her cousin, Martha,
in the Galapagos Islands, she feels she finally has the opportunity to talk to her about their
deteriorating friendship and find out what it was that caused their once strong bond to end so
suddenly. 75,000 first printing. Tour.
Evolution and Development of Fishes Oct 05 2020 World-class palaeontologists and biologists
summarise the state-of-the-art on fish evolution and development.
Niche Construction Nov 06 2020 The seemingly innocent observation that the activities of
organisms bring about changes in environments is so obvious that it seems an unlikely focus
for a new line of thinking about evolution. Yet niche construction--as this process of organismdriven environmental modification is known--has hidden complexities. By transforming biotic
and abiotic sources of natural selection in external environments, niche construction generates
feedback in evolution on a scale hitherto underestimated--and in a manner that transforms the
evolutionary dynamic. It also plays a critical role in ecology, supporting ecosystem engineering

and influencing the flow of energy and nutrients through ecosystems. Despite this, niche
construction has been given short shrift in theoretical biology, in part because it cannot be fully
understood within the framework of standard evolutionary theory. Wedding evolution and
ecology, this book extends evolutionary theory by formally including niche construction and
ecological inheritance as additional evolutionary processes. The authors support their historic
move with empirical data, theoretical population genetics, and conceptual models. They also
describe new research methods capable of testing the theory. They demonstrate how their
theory can resolve long-standing problems in ecology, particularly by advancing the sorely
needed synthesis of ecology and evolution, and how it offers an evolutionary basis for the
human sciences. Already hailed as a pioneering work by some of the world's most influential
biologists, this is a rare, potentially field-changing contribution to the biological sciences.
The Trust Revolution Mar 22 2022 Traces the history of innovation and trust, demonstrating
how the Internet offers new ways to rehabilitate and strengthen trust.
Evolution for Everyone Oct 17 2021 With stories that entertain as much as they inform,
renowned evolutionist David Sloan Wilson outlines the basic principles of evolution and shows
how, when properly understood, they can illuminate the length and breadth of creation, from
the origin of life to the nature of religion. What is the biological reason for gossip? For laughter?
For the creation of art? Why do dogs have curly tails? What can microbes tell us about
morality? These and many other questions are tackled by Wilson in this witty and
groundbreaking new book. Now everyone can move beyond the sterile debates about
creationism and intelligent design to share Darwin’s panoramic view of animal and human life,
seamlessly connected to each other. Evolution, as Wilson explains, is not just about dinosaurs
and human origins, but about why all species behave as they do—from beetles that devour
their own young, to bees that function as a collective brain, to dogs that are smarter in some
respects than our closest ape relatives. And basic evolutionary principles are also the
foundation for humanity’s capacity for symbolic thought, culture, and morality. In example after
example, Wilson sheds new light on Darwin’ s grand theory and how it can be applied to daily
life. By turns thoughtful, provocative, and daringly funny, Evolution for Everyone addresses
some of the deepest philosophical and social issues of this or any age. In helping us come to a
deeper understanding of human beings and our place in the world, it might also help us to
improve that world.
The Secret of Our Success Aug 03 2020 How our collective intelligence has helped us to
evolve and prosper Humans are a puzzling species. On the one hand, we struggle to survive
on our own in the wild, often failing to overcome even basic challenges, like obtaining food,
building shelters, or avoiding predators. On the other hand, human groups have produced
ingenious technologies, sophisticated languages, and complex institutions that have permitted
us to successfully expand into a vast range of diverse environments. What has enabled us to
dominate the globe, more than any other species, while remaining virtually helpless as lone
individuals? This book shows that the secret of our success lies not in our innate intelligence,
but in our collective brains—on the ability of human groups to socially interconnect and learn
from one another over generations. Drawing insights from lost European explorers, clever
chimpanzees, mobile hunter-gatherers, neuroscientific findings, ancient bones, and the human
genome, Joseph Henrich demonstrates how our collective brains have propelled our species'
genetic evolution and shaped our biology. Our early capacities for learning from others
produced many cultural innovations, such as fire, cooking, water containers, plant knowledge,
and projectile weapons, which in turn drove the expansion of our brains and altered our

physiology, anatomy, and psychology in crucial ways. Later on, some collective brains
generated and recombined powerful concepts, such as the lever, wheel, screw, and writing,
while also creating the institutions that continue to alter our motivations and perceptions.
Henrich shows how our genetics and biology are inextricably interwoven with cultural evolution,
and how culture-gene interactions launched our species on an extraordinary evolutionary
trajectory. Tracking clues from our ancient past to the present, The Secret of Our Success
explores how the evolution of both our cultural and social natures produce a collective
intelligence that explains both our species' immense success and the origins of human
uniqueness.
Pillars of Evolution Oct 25 2019 This book provides a perspective on adaptive evolution.
Chemical Evolution of Galaxies Jun 20 2019 The term “chemical evolution of galaxies” refers
to the evolution of abundances of chemical species in galaxies, which is due to nuclear
processes occurring in stars and to gas flows into and out of galaxies. This book deals with the
chemical evolution of galaxies of all morphological types (ellipticals, spirals and irregulars) and
stresses the importance of the star formation histories in determining the properties of stellar
populations in different galaxies. The topic is approached in a didactical and logical manner via
galaxy evolution models which are compared with observational results obtained in the last two
decades: The reader is given an introduction to the concept of chemical abundances and
learns about the main stellar populations in our Galaxy as well as about the classification of
galaxy types and their main observables. In the core of the book, the construction and solution
of chemical evolution models are discussed in detail, followed by descriptions and
interpretations of observations of the chemical evolution of the Milky Way, spheroidal galaxies,
irregular galaxies and of cosmic chemical evolution. The aim of this book is to provide an
introduction to students as well as to amend our present ideas in research; the book also
summarizes the efforts made by authors in the past several years in order to further future
research in the field.
Comparative Social Evolution Aug 23 2019 A comparative view of the major features of animal
social life and the evolution of cooperative group living.
Evolution of the Learning Brain Sep 28 2022 How does learning transform us biologically?
What learning processes do we share with bacteria, jellyfish and monkeys? Is technology
impacting on our evolution and what might the future hold for the learning brain? These are just
some of the questions Paul Howard-Jones explores on a fascinating journey through 3.5 billion
years of brain evolution, and discovers what it all means for how we learn today. Along the
way, we discover how the E. coli in our stomachs learn to find food why a little nap can help
bees find their way home the many ways that action, emotion and social interaction have
shaped our ability to learn the central role of learning in our rise to top predator. An accessible
writing style and numerous illustrations make Evolution of the Learning Brain an enthralling
combination of biology, neuroscience and educational insight. Howard-Jones provides a fresh
perspective on the nature of human learning that is exhaustively researched, exploring the
implications of our most distant past for twenty-first-century education.
Design by Evolution Jul 22 2019 Evolution is Nature’s design process. The natural world is full
of wonderful examples of its successes, from engineering design feats such as powered flight,
to the design of complex optical systems such as the mammalian eye, to the merely stunningly
beautiful designs of orchids or birds of paradise. With increasing computational power, we are
now able to simulate this process with greater fidelity, combining complex simulations with highperformance evolutionary algorithms to tackle problems that used to be impractical. This book

showcases the state of the art in evolutionary algorithms for design. The chapters are
organized by experts in the following fields: evolutionary design and "intelligent design" in
biology, art, computational embryogeny, and engineering. The book will be of interest to
researchers, practitioners and graduate students in natural computing, engineering design,
biology and the creative arts.
Probably Approximately Correct Apr 30 2020 From a leading computer scientist, a unifying
theory that will revolutionize our understanding of how life evolves and learns. How does life
prosper in a complex and erratic world? While we know that nature follows patterns -- such as
the law of gravity -- our everyday lives are beyond what known science can predict. We
nevertheless muddle through even in the absence of theories of how to act. But how do we do
it? In Probably Approximately Correct, computer scientist Leslie Valiant presents a masterful
synthesis of learning and evolution to show how both individually and collectively we not only
survive, but prosper in a world as complex as our own. The key is "probably approximately
correct" algorithms, a concept Valiant developed to explain how effective behavior can be
learned. The model shows that pragmatically coping with a problem can provide a satisfactory
solution in the absence of any theory of the problem. After all, finding a mate does not require
a theory of mating. Valiant's theory reveals the shared computational nature of evolution and
learning, and sheds light on perennial questions such as nature versus nurture and the limits of
artificial intelligence. Offering a powerful and elegant model that encompasses life's
complexity, Probably Approximately Correct has profound implications for how we think about
behavior, cognition, biological evolution, and the possibilities and limits of human and machine
intelligence.
Behaviour, Development and Evolution Jun 01 2020 The role of parents in shaping the
characters of their children, the causes of violence and crime, and the roots of personal
unhappiness are central to humanity. Like so many fundamental questions about human
existence, these issues all relate to behavioural development. In this lucid and accessible
book, eminent biologist Professor Sir Patrick Bateson suggests that the nature/nurture
dichotomy we often use to think about questions of development in both humans and animals
is misleading. Instead, he argues that we should pay attention to whole systems, rather than to
simple causes, when trying to understand the complexity of development. In his wide-ranging
approach Bateson discusses why so much behaviour appears to be well-designed. He
explores issues such as ‘imprinting’ and its importance to the attachment of offspring to their
parents; the mutual benefits that characterise communication between parent and offspring;
the importance of play in learning how to choose and control the optimal conditions in which to
thrive; and the vital function of adaptability in the interplay between development and evolution.
Bateson disputes the idea that a simple link can be found between genetics and behaviour.
What an individual human or animal does in its life depends on the reciprocal nature of its
relationships with the world about it. This knowledge also points to ways in which an animal’s
own behaviour can provide the variation that influences the subsequent course of evolution.
This has relevance not only for our scientific approaches to the systems of development and
evolution, but also on how humans change institutional rules that have become dysfunctional,
or design public health measures when mismatches occur between themselves and their
environments. It affects how we think about ourselves and our own capacity for change.
Haeckel's Embryos Apr 23 2022 Emphasizing the changes worked by circulation and copying,
interpretation and debate, this book uses the case to explore how pictures succeed and fail,
gain acceptance and spark controversy. It reveals how embryonic development was made a

process that we can see, compare, and discuss, and how copying - usually dismissed as
unoriginal
The Altenberg 16 Dec 27 2019 A new theory of evolution begins to emerge in the pages of
The Altenberg 16: An Expos of the Evolution Industry. Written by Suzan Mazur--a print and
television journalist whose reports have appeared in the Financial Times, The Economist,
Archaeology, Omni, and many other publications--the book is a front row seat to the thinking of
the great evolutionary science minds of our time about the need to reformulate the neoDarwinian theory of evolution. We hear from world renowned scientists such as Richard
Lewontin, Lynn Margulis, Niles Eldredge, Richard Dawkins, the "evo-devo" revolutionaries,
NASA astrobiologists, and others. The book grew out of a story Mazur broke online in March
2008--titled "Altenberg The Woodstock of Evolution?"--about the now famous meeting at
Konrad Lorenz Institute in Altenberg, Austria in July 2008, where 16 scientists discussed
expanding evolutionary thinking beyond outdated hypotheses. (MIT will publish the
proceedings in April 2010.) Science magazine noted that Mazur's reporting "reverberated
throughout the evolutionary biology community." Mazur says she was punished for getting out
in front of the story and banned from the symposium but realized the story was bigger than
Altenberg (which covered events beginning 500 million years ago) and spoke to scientists who
were not invited, including those investigating pre-biotic evolution. She came to the conclusion
that evolutionary science suffers because many in the scientific establishment refuse to
acknowledge that the old science has served its purpose and there is disagreement about
what the new evolution paradigm is. She thinks the dam is now breaking because the public
(who funds science) has become a party to the discourse via the Internet and seeks answers
to fundamental questions about evolution that scientists so far can't definitively answer.
On the Origin of Evolution: Tracing ‘Darwin’s Dangerous Idea’ from Aristotle to DNA Jan 20
2022 A Waterstones Best Book of 2020 The theory of evolution by natural selection did not
spring fully formed and unprecedented from the brain of Charles Darwin. Rather it has been
examined and debated by philosophers the world over for thousands of years.
The New York Times Book Review Jul 14 2021 A “delightful” (Vanity Fair) collection from the
longest-running, most influential book review in America, featuring its best, funniest, strangest,
and most memorable coverage over the past 125 years. Since its first issue on October 10,
1896, The New York Times Book Review has brought the world of ideas to the reading public.
It is the publication where authors have been made, and where readers first encountered the
classics that have enriched their lives. Now the editors have curated the Book Review’s
dynamic 125-year history, which is essentially the story of modern American letters. Brimming
with remarkable reportage and photography, this beautiful book collects interesting reviews,
never-before-heard anecdotes about famous writers, and spicy letter exchanges. Here are the
first takes on novels we now consider masterpieces, including a long-forgotten pan of Anne of
Green Gables and a rave of Mrs. Dalloway, along with reviews and essays by Langston
Hughes, Eudora Welty, James Baldwin, Nora Ephron, and more. With scores of stunning
vintage photographs, many of them sourced from the Times’s own archive, readers will
discover how literary tastes have shifted through the years—and how the Book Review’s
coverage has shaped so much of what we read today.
The Incredible Unlikeliness of Being May 12 2021 'From your brain to your fingertips, you
emerge from her book entertained and with a deeper understanding of yourself' Richard
Dawkins 'A masterful account of why our bodies are the way they are . . . this book really
shines . . . Roberts's lightness of touch is joyous, and celebratory' Observer 'Witty, personal

and above all informed by passion and deep knowledge, this is the story of you, not just from
conception onwards but from the millions of years of evolution that have shaped the way we
are today' Adam Rutherford ***SHORTLISTED FOR THE WELLCOME BOOK PRIZE*** Alice
Roberts takes you on the most incredible journey, revealing your path from a single cell to a
complex embryo to a living, breathing, thinking person. It's a story that connects us with our
distant ancestors and an extraordinary, unlikely chain of events that shaped human
development and left a mark on all of us. Alice Roberts uses the latest research to uncover the
evolutionary history hidden in all of us, from the secrets found only in our embryos and genes including why as embroyos we have what look like gills - to those visible in your anatomy. This
is a tale of discovery, exploring why and how we have developed as we have. This is your
story, told as never before.
In the Light of Evolution Sep 23 2019 Biodiversity-the genetic variety of life-is an exuberant
product of the evolutionary past, a vast human-supportive resource (aesthetic, intellectual, and
material) of the present, and a rich legacy to cherish and preserve for the future. Two urgent
challenges, and opportunities, for 21st-century science are to gain deeper insights into the
evolutionary processes that foster biotic diversity, and to translate that understanding into
workable solutions for the regional and global crises that biodiversity currently faces. A grasp
of evolutionary principles and processes is important in other societal arenas as well, such as
education, medicine, sociology, and other applied fields including agriculture, pharmacology,
and biotechnology. The ramifications of evolutionary thought also extend into learned realms
traditionally reserved for philosophy and religion. The central goal of the In the Light of
Evolution (ILE) series is to promote the evolutionary sciences through state-of-the-art colloquiain the series of Arthur M. Sackler colloquia sponsored by the National Academy of Sciencesand their published proceedings. Each installment explores evolutionary perspectives on a
particular biological topic that is scientifically intriguing but also has special relevance to
contemporary societal issues or challenges. This book is the outgrowth of the Arthur M.
Sackler Colloquium "Cooperation and Conflict," which was sponsored by the National
Academy of Sciences on January 7-8, 2011, at the Academy's Arnold and Mabel Beckman
Center in Irvine, California. It is the fifth in a series of colloquia under the general title "In the
Light of Evolution." The current volume explores recent developments in the study of
cooperation and conflict, ranging from the level of the gene to societies and symbioses.
Humans can be vicious, but paradoxically we are also among nature's great cooperators. Even
our great conflicts-wars-are extremely cooperative endeavors on each side. Some of this
cooperation is best understood culturally, but we are also products of evolution, with bodies,
brains, and behaviors molded by natural selection. How cooperation evolves has been one of
the big questions in evolutionary biology, and how it pays or does not pay is a great intellectual
puzzle. The puzzle of cooperation was the dominant theme of research in the early years of
Darwin's research, whereas recent work has emphasized its importance and ubiquity. Far from
being a rare trait shown by social insects and a few others, cooperation is both widespread
taxonomically and essential to life. The depth of research on cooperation and conflict has
increased greatly, most notably in the direction of small organisms. Although most of In the
Light of Evolution V: Cooperation and Conflict is about the new topics that are being treated as
part of social evolution, such as genes, microbes, and medicine, the old fundamental subjects
still matter and remain the object of vigorous research. The first four chapters revisit some of
these standard arenas, including social insects, cooperatively breeding birds, mutualisms, and
how to model social evolution.

The Selfish Gene Dec 07 2020 An ethologist shows man to be a gene machine whose world
is one of savage competition and deceit
BIOLOGY, EVOLUTION AND GENERIC REVIEW OF THE CHEMOSYMBIOTIC BIVALVE
FAMILY LUCINIDAE. Feb 27 2020
The Art of Plant Evolution Jun 25 2022 'Art meets science' in this beautiful book that aims to
give readers a sense of some contemporary scientific discoveries that are changing our
understanding of plant relationships.136 botanical paintings from the Shirley Sherwood
Collection, by 84 artists, cover 50 orders of plants in 118 families, and a total of 133 species,
providing a sweeping overview of the evolution of plants on earth.The paintings display a
sampling of the plant world from fungi to daisies, including algae, mosses, ferns, conifers and
flowering plants arranged in the most up to date evolutionary sequence, determined by recent
DNA analysis.The text places each artist's observations as displayed in the paintings, in the
context of modern plant classification, providing readers with a new understanding of the
complex interrelationships between plant species, and enhancing their appreciation of the
botanical artist's ability to portray the delicate beauty of nature.This publication is based on an
exhibition in the Shirley Sherwood Gallery of Botanical Art at the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew,
running from August to December 2009, to celebrate Kew's 250th anniversary and Darwin's
bicentenary.
Undeniable Mar 10 2021 "Evolution is one of the most powerful and important ideas ever
developed in the history of science. Every question it raises leads to new answers, new
discoveries, and new smarter questions. The science of evolution is as expansive as nature
itself. It is also the most meaningful creation story that humans have ever found."—Bill Nye
Sparked by a controversial debate in February 2014, Bill Nye has set off on an energetic
campaign to spread awareness of evolution and the powerful way it shapes our lives. In
Undeniable: Evolution and the Science of Creation, he explains why race does not really exist;
evaluates the true promise and peril of genetically modified food; reveals how new species are
born, in a dog kennel and in a London subway; takes a stroll through 4.5 billion years of time;
and explores the new search for alien life, including aliens right here on Earth. With infectious
enthusiasm, Bill Nye shows that evolution is much more than a rebuttal to creationism; it is an
essential way to understand how nature works—and to change the world. It might also help
you get a date on a Saturday night.
Evolution and Transitions in Complexity Nov 25 2019 This book discusses several recent
theoretic advancements in interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary integration in the field of
evolution. While exploring novel views, the text maintains a close link with one of the most
broadly held views on evolution, namely that of “Darwinian evolution.” This work puts forth a
new point of view which allows researchers to define in detail the concept of evolution. To
create this conceptual definition, the text applies a stringent object-based focus. With this
focus, the editor has been able to develop an object-based pattern of evolution at the smallest
scale. Subsequently, this smallest scale pattern is used as an innovative basis for
generalizations. These generalizations create links between biological Darwinism and
generalized Darwinism. The object-based approach that was used to suggest innovations in
the field of Darwinian evolution also allowed for contributions to other topics, such as major
evolutionary transitions theory, the definition of life and the relationships between evolution,
self-organization and thermodynamics. Together, the chapters of this book and the
multidisciplinary reflections and comments of various specialists on these chapters offer an
exciting palette of innovative ideas.

The Ancestor's Tale Aug 15 2021 A renowned biologist provides a sweeping chronicle of more
than four billion years of life on Earth, shedding new light on evolutionary theory and history,
sexual selection, speciation, extinction, and genetics.
Active Biological Evolution Sep 16 2021 The underlying active mechanisms of change
generation, which enable efficient adaptive evolution, have eluded biologists for decades. Until
now... The prevailing scientific view still holds that organismal and cancer evolution is largely a
function of accumulated random genetic mutations and natural selection. While inefficient
random mutations were the primary mechanism of evolution during early life on Earth that still
play a prominent role in pathobiology... in the modern era of biology, genomic adaptive change
generation prior to Darwinian selection is primarily the result of feedback-driven, active cell
biology processes. Introducing Active Biological Evolution, by Frank H. Laukien-a
groundbreaking book that synthesizes a vast body of empirical observations and recent
research, as well as his novel concepts of the evolution of evolutionary processes, and of shortterm, fast epigenetic and epiproteomic evolution into the cogent and comprehensive framework
of Active Evolution. The takeaway is clear: the Active Evolution concept can explain not only
the efficient evolution of advanced molecular, cell, and organismal biology processes, but also
finally rationalize the origins of complex traits and new species. In short... the processes of
adaptive evolution are, themselves, evolving. In Active Biological Evolution, you will learn
that... -The Modern Synthesis theory and the Central Dogma are insufficient to explain the
rapid, active, and more efficient adaptive evolutionary processes of the last billion-plus years.
-While random mutations remain important in monogenic diseases, cancer driver mutations,
and viral evolution, they play a negligible role in the modern adaptive evolution of organisms.
-The Active Evolution framework integrates vertically heritable and horizontally transferable
genome changes, as well as short-term heritable epigenetic and epiproteomic changes.
-These active evolutionary processes also have a darker side-explaining accelerated evolution
of metastatic, treatment-resistant cancers, the adaptability of viruses, and giving us pause on
inherent risks of genetic engineering, DNA vaccines, and synthetic biology. The new paradigm
of Active Evolution underscores the fundamental interconnectedness of evolutionary processesthat, in short, "No genome is an island." Active Evolution promises to do nothing less than
redefine the fields of modern evolutionary biology and of late-stage cancer evolution.
What Is Health? Feb 09 2021 An argument that health is optimal responsiveness and is often
best treated at the system level. Medical education centers on the venerable “no-fault” concept
of homeostasis, whereby local mechanisms impose constancy by correcting errors, and the
brain serves mainly for emergencies. Yet, it turns out that most parameters are not constant;
moreover, despite the importance of local mechanisms, the brain is definitely in charge. In this
book, the eminent neuroscientist Peter Sterling describes a broader concept: allostasis (coined
by Sterling and Joseph Eyer in the 1980s), whereby the brain anticipates needs and efficiently
mobilizes supplies to prevent errors. Allostasis evolved early, Sterling explains, to optimize
energy efficiency, relying heavily on brain circuits that deliver a brief reward for each positive
surprise. Modern life so reduces the opportunities for surprise that we are driven to seek it in
consumption: bigger burgers, more opioids, and innumerable activities that involve higher
carbon emissions. The consequences include addiction, obesity, type 2 diabetes, and climate
change. Sterling concludes that solutions must go beyond the merely technical to restore
possibilities for daily small rewards and revivify the capacities for egalitarianism that were hardwired into our nature. Sterling explains that allostasis offers what is not found in any medical
textbook: principled definitions of health and disease: health as the capacity for adaptive

variation and disease as shrinkage of that capacity. Sterling argues that since health is optimal
responsiveness, many significant conditions are best treated at the system level.
The Evolution of Language Sep 04 2020 Language, more than anything else, is what makes
us human. It appears that no communication system of equivalent power exists elsewhere in
the animal kingdom. Any normal human child will learn a language based on rather sparse
data in the surrounding world, while even the brightest chimpanzee, exposed to the same
environment, will not. Why not? How, and why, did language evolve in our species and not in
others? Since Darwin's theory of evolution, questions about the origin of language have
generated a rapidly-growing scientific literature, stretched across a number of disciplines,
much of it directed at specialist audiences. The diversity of perspectives - from linguistics,
anthropology, speech science, genetics, neuroscience and evolutionary biology - can be
bewildering. Tecumseh Fitch cuts through this vast literature, bringing together its most
important insights to explore one of the biggest unsolved puzzles of human history.
Exercised Apr 11 2021 The book tells the story of how we never evolved to exercise - to do
voluntary physical activity for the sake of health. Using his own research and experiences
throughout the world, the author recounts how and why humans evolved to walk, run, dig, and
do other necessary and rewarding physical activities while avoiding needless exertion. Drawing
on insights from biology and anthropology, the author suggests how we can make exercise
more enjoyable, rather that shaming and blaming people for avoiding it
Evolution 2.0 Dec 19 2021 In the ongoing debate about evolution, science and faith face off.
But the truth is both sides are right and wrong. In one corner: Atheists like Richard Dawkins,
Daniel Dennett, and Jerry Coyne. They insist evolution happens by blind random accident.
Their devout adherence to Neo-Darwinism omits the latest science, glossing over crucial
questions and fascinating details. In the other corner: Intelligent Design advocates like William
Dembski, Stephen Meyer, and Michael Behe. Many defy scientific consensus, maintaining that
evolution is a fraud and rejecting common ancestry outright. There is a third way. Evolution 2.0
proves that, while evolution is not a hoax, neither is it random nor accidental. Changes are
targeted, adaptive, and aware. You'll discover: How organisms re-engineer their genetic
destiny in real time Amazing systems living things use to re-design themselves Every cell is
armed with machinery for editing its own DNA The five amazing tools organisms use to alter
their genetics 70 years of scientific discoveries—of which the public has heard virtually nothing!
Perry Marshall approached evolution with skepticism for religious reasons. As an engineer, he
rejected the concept of organisms randomly evolving. But an epiphany—that DNA is code,
much like data in our digital age—sparked a 10-year journey of in-depth research into more
than 70 years of under-reported evolutionary science. This led to a new understanding of
evolution—an evolution 2.0 that not only furthers technology and medicine, but fuels our sense
of wonder at life itself. This book will open your eyes and transform your thinking about
evolution and God. You'll gain a deeper appreciation for our place in the universe. You'll see
the world around you as you've never seen it before. Evolution 2.0 pinpoints the central
mystery of biology, offering a multimillion dollar technology prize at naturalcode.org to the first
person who can solve it.
The Evolution and Social Impact of Video Game Economics Jul 02 2020 Today, consumers of
video games spend over $22.4 billion each year; using more complex and multi-layered
strategies, game developers attempt to extend the profitability of their products from a simple
one-time sale, to continuous engagement with the consumer. The Evolution and Social Impact
of Video Game Economics examines paradigmatic changes in the economic structure of the

video game industry from a media effects and game design perspective. This book explores
how game developers have changed how they engage players in order to facilitate continuous
financial transactions. Contributors look from the advent of microtransactions and
downloadable content (DLCs) to the impact of planned obsolescence, impulse buying, and
emotional control. This collection takes a broad view of the game dynamics and market forces
that drive the video game industry, and features international contributors from Asia, Europe,
and Australia.
The Evolution of the Sensitive Soul May 24 2022 A new theory about the origins of
consciousness that finds learning to be the driving force in the evolutionary transition to basic
consciousness. What marked the evolutionary transition from organisms that lacked
consciousness to those with consciousness—to minimal subjective experiencing, or, as
Aristotle described it, “the sensitive soul”? In this book, Simona Ginsburg and Eva Jablonka
propose a new theory about the origin of consciousness that finds learning to be the driving
force in the transition to basic consciousness. Using a methodology similar to that used by
scientists when they identified the transition from non-life to life, Ginsburg and Jablonka
suggest a set of criteria, identify a marker for the transition to minimal consciousness, and
explore the far-reaching biological, psychological, and philosophical implications. After
presenting the historical, neurobiological, and philosophical foundations of their analysis,
Ginsburg and Jablonka propose that the evolutionary marker of basic or minimal
consciousness is a complex form of associative learning, which they term unlimited associative
learning (UAL). UAL enables an organism to ascribe motivational value to a novel, compound,
non-reflex-inducing stimulus or action, and use it as the basis for future learning. Associative
learning, Ginsburg and Jablonka argue, drove the Cambrian explosion and its massive
diversification of organisms. Finally, Ginsburg and Jablonka propose symbolic language as a
similar type of marker for the evolutionary transition to human rationality—to Aristotle's “rational
soul.”
Software Evolution and Feedback Oct 29 2022 Evolution of software has long been
recognized as one of the most problematic and challenging areas in the field of software
engineering, as evidenced by the high, often up to 60-80%, life-cycle costs attributed to this
activity over the life of a software system. Studies of software evolution are central to the
understanding and practice of software development. Yet it has received relatively little
attention in the field of software engineering. This book focuses on topics aimed at giving a
scientific insight into the aspect of software evolution and feedback. In summary, the book
covers conceptual, phenomenological, empirical, technological and theoretical aspects of the
field of software evolution - with contributions from the leading experts. This book delivers an
up-to-date scientific understanding of what software evolution is, to show why it is inevitable for
real world applications, and it demonstrates the role of feedback in software development and
maintenance. The book also addresses some of the phenomenological and technological
underpinnings and includes rules and guidelines for increased software evolvability and, in
general, sustainability of the evolution process. Software Evolution and Feedback provides a
long overdue, scientific focus on software evolution and the role of feedback in the software
process, making this the indispensable guide for all software practitioners, researchers and
managers in the software industry.
Software Evolution Feb 21 2022 This book focuses on novel trends in software evolution
research and its relations with other emerging disciplines. Mens and Demeyer, both authorities
in the field of software evolution, do not restrict themselves to the evolution of source code but

also address the evolution of other, equally important software artifacts. This book is the
indispensable source for researchers and professionals looking for an introduction and
comprehensive overview of the state-of-the-art.
A Story of Us Jul 26 2022 Changes in the environment drive evolution, and evidence suggests
that our ancestors evolved to use cultural adaptations to survive environmental fluctuations of
great severity. In A Story of Us, Lesley Newson and Peter Richerson explain the evidence and
ideas that provide an account of how they coped, using short descriptive stories to illustrate life
at different stages of our evolutionary history.
The Evolution of Beauty Aug 27 2022 A FINALIST FOR THE PULITZER PRIZE NAMED A
BEST BOOK OF THE YEAR BY THE NEW YORK TIMES BOOK REVIEW, SMITHSONIAN,
AND WALL STREET JOURNAL A major reimagining of how evolutionary forces work,
revealing how mating preferences—what Darwin termed "the taste for the beautiful"—create
the extraordinary range of ornament in the animal world. In the great halls of science, dogma
holds that Darwin's theory of natural selection explains every branch on the tree of life: which
species thrive, which wither away to extinction, and what features each evolves. But can
adaptation by natural selection really account for everything we see in nature? Yale University
ornithologist Richard Prum—reviving Darwin's own views—thinks not. Deep in tropical jungles
around the world are birds with a dizzying array of appearances and mating displays: Clubwinged Manakins who sing with their wings, Great Argus Pheasants who dazzle prospective
mates with a four-foot-wide cone of feathers covered in golden 3D spheres, Red-capped
Manakins who moonwalk. In thirty years of fieldwork, Prum has seen numerous display traits
that seem disconnected from, if not outright contrary to, selection for individual survival. To
explain this, he dusts off Darwin's long-neglected theory of sexual selection in which the act of
choosing a mate for purely aesthetic reasons—for the mere pleasure of it—is an independent
engine of evolutionary change. Mate choice can drive ornamental traits from the constraints of
adaptive evolution, allowing them to grow ever more elaborate. It also sets the stakes for
sexual conflict, in which the sexual autonomy of the female evolves in response to male sexual
control. Most crucially, this framework provides important insights into the evolution of human
sexuality, particularly the ways in which female preferences have changed male bodies, and
even maleness itself, through evolutionary time. The Evolution of Beauty presents a unique
scientific vision for how nature's splendor contributes to a more complete understanding of
evolution and of ourselves.
Grandmother Fish Nov 18 2021 Where did we come from? It's a simple question, but not so
simple an answer to explain—especially to young children. Charles Darwin's theory of common
descent no longer needs to be a scientific mystery to inquisitive young readers. Meet
Grandmother Fish. Told in an engaging call and response text where a child can wiggle like a
fish or hoot like an ape and brought to life by vibrant artwork, Grandmother Fish takes children
and adults through the history of life on our planet and explains how we are all connected. The
book also includes comprehensive backmatter, including: - An elaborate illustration of the
evolutionary tree of life - Helpful science notes for parents - How to explain natural selection to
a child
Evolution, Marxian Biology, and the Social Scene Jan 28 2020 This book is a volume in the
Penn Press Anniversary Collection. To mark its 125th anniversary in 2015, the University of
Pennsylvania Press rereleased more than 1,100 titles from Penn Press's distinguished backlist
from 1899-1999 that had fallen out of print. Spanning an entire century, the Anniversary
Collection offers peer-reviewed scholarship in a wide range of subject areas.

Introduction to Galaxy Formation and Evolution Mar 30 2020 A comprehensive examination of
nearly fourteen billion years of galaxy formation and evolution, from primordial gas to presentday galaxies.
How to Tame a Fox (and Build a Dog) Jun 13 2021 Tucked away in Siberia, there are furry,
four-legged creatures with wagging tails and floppy ears that are as docile and friendly as any
lapdog. But, despite appearances, these are not dogs—they are foxes. They are the result of
the most astonishing experiment in breeding ever undertaken—imagine speeding up
thousands of years of evolution into a few decades. In 1959, biologists Dmitri Belyaev and
Lyudmila Trut set out to do just that, by starting with a few dozen silver foxes from fox farms in
the USSR and attempting to recreate the evolution of wolves into dogs in real time in order to
witness the process of domestication. This is the extraordinary, untold story of this remarkable
undertaking. Most accounts of the natural evolution of wolves place it over a span of about
15,000 years, but within a decade, Belyaev and Trut’s fox breeding experiments had resulted
in puppy-like foxes with floppy ears, piebald spots, and curly tails. Along with these physical
changes came genetic and behavioral changes, as well. The foxes were bred using selection
criteria for tameness, and with each generation, they became increasingly interested in human
companionship. Trut has been there the whole time, and has been the lead scientist on this
work since Belyaev’s death in 1985, and with Lee Dugatkin, biologist and science writer, she
tells the story of the adventure, science, politics, and love behind it all. In How to Tame a Fox,
Dugatkin and Trut take us inside this path-breaking experiment in the midst of the brutal
winters of Siberia to reveal how scientific history is made and continues to be made today. To
date, fifty-six generations of foxes have been domesticated, and we continue to learn
significant lessons from them about the genetic and behavioral evolution of domesticated
animals. How to Tame a Fox offers an incredible tale of scientists at work, while also
celebrating the deep attachments that have brought humans and animals together throughout
time.
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